This paper examines return predictability when the investor is uncertain about the right state variables. A novel feature of the model averaging approach used in this paper is to account for finite-sample bias of the coefficients in the predictive regressions. Drawing on an extensive international dataset, we find that interest-rate related variables are usually among the most prominent predictive variables, whereas valuation ratios perform rather poorly. Yet, predictability of market excess returns weakens substantially, once model uncertainty is accounted for. We document notable differences in the degree of in-sample and outof-sample predictability across different stock markets. Overall, these findings suggests that return predictability is not a uniform and a universal feature across international capital markets.
Introduction
Empirical studies have asserted that a plethora of variables contain information about future excess returns in regressions of the form:
where r t denotes the return of the aggregate stock market portfolio in excess of the risk-free rate, and x t−1 is a vector of predictive variables, such as the dividend yield, a term spread or certain macroeconomic variables. 1 Statistically significant β coefficients in Eq.
(1) are interpreted as evidence for predictability and as evidence that risk premia are time-varying.
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Given the large number of variables proposed in the literature, a typical investor is confronted by a high degree of uncertainty on what the "right" state variables are. Moreover, the fact that so many variables have found to be valuable predictors of returns naturally raises the concern that the apparent predictability may well arise due to data-snooping rather than genuine variation of economic risk premia.
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The aim of this paper is, therefore, to explore the robustness of several predictive variables in international stock markets in the context of model uncertainty. One of the major results of the paper is that few of the predictive variables put forth in the literature are truly robust predictors of returns. Second, substantial differences in the degree of in-sample and out-of-sample predictability can be observed across different stock markets.
In this paper, we follow the spirit of the seminal work by Cremers (2002) and Avramov (2002) and use Bayesian model averaging in order to account for model uncertainty. Unlike the classical framework, the Bayesian approach does not assume the existence of a "true" model. By contrast, a-posteriori model probabilities can be derived for the different candidate models, which are then used to weight the coefficients accordingly in a composite model. In this way, model uncertainty can be accounted for in a coherent way.
A new feature of our approach is to account for finite-sample bias of the coefficients in the predictive regressions in a "frequentist" model averaging framework.
A pure Bayesian model averaging framework as in Cremers (2002) and Avramov (2002) requires prior elicitation for the relevant parameters conditional on the different models. The specification of prior beliefs can be a problematic task when the set of models becomes very large. 4 Therefore, in order to reduce the impact of subjective prior information, we base our empirical study on Bayesian averaging of classical estimates (BACE) as in Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) . BACE can be seen as a limiting case of the Bayesian approach as the prior information becomes dominated by the data (See Leamer, 1978) . Another less-attractive feature of the pure Bayesian model averaging approach as used by Cremers (2002) and Avramov (2002) is that it treats the predictive variables as exogenous, an assumption which is clearly invalid in the context of predictive regressions. How to conduct reliable inference in predictive regressions while taking the time-series properties of the predictive variables (such as the dividend yield) into account has been the subject of a great amount of recent research (See for instance Stambaugh, 1999; Campbell and Yogo, 2006; Lewellen, 2004; Amihud and Hurvich, 2004; Torous et al., 2004; and Moon et al., 2006) . In order to account for problems due to the persistence of the predictive variables, we estimate the models by classical OLS, where the coefficients are adjusted for finite-sample bias using the approach put forth in Amihud and Hurvich (2004) . The bias-corrected coefficients in the particular models are then weighted by their posterior model probabilities which are derived according to the BACE approach of Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) .
This paper also contributes to the existing literature by conducting a comprehensive analysis of stock return predictability in major international stock markets.
It is fair to say that the profession's view on stock return predictability has been shaped for the most part by empirical studies on the US stock market. However, examining other important capital markets more closely may provide important additional insights, especially in a controversial field such as return predictability. Moreover, investigation of international markets also provides another way of guarding against data-snooping concerns. We thus examine the predictive performance of nine variables in a total of five international stock markets (France, Germany, Japan, United Kingdom, United States). Other important recent papers which provide evidence on international stock markets include Neeley and Weller (2000) , Hjalmarsson (2004) , Rapach et al. (2005) , Paye and Timmermann (2006) , Giot and Petitjean (2006) or Ang and Bekaert (2007) . 5 To the best of our knowledge, however, evidence on the effects of model uncertainty for return predictability in major international stock markets has been lacking so far.
There is a long list of variables which has been proposed in the literature on stock return predictability. In particular, valuation ratios such as the dividend yield or the earnings yield (e.g. Fama and French, 1988; Campbell and Shiller, 1988a; Lewellen, 2004) , interest rate related variables such as short-term interest rates (e.g. Fama and Schwert, 1977; Hodrick, 1992; Ang and Bekaert, 2007) or default and term spreads (e.g. Campbell, 1987; Fama and French, 1989) have featured prominently in predictive regressions. Lamont (1998) has proposed the dividendpayout ratio as a predictive variable. The predictive power of stock market volatility has been studied by French et al. (1987) . Pure macroeconomic variables used in predictive regressions include for instance the inflation rate (e.g. Fama, 1981) , consumption-wealth ratio (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001 ), price-GDP ratio (Rangvid, 5 Hjalmarsson (2004) and Paye and Timmermann (2006) consider only four financial variables. Rapach et al. (2005) focus merely on macroeconomic variables and do not consider financial valuation ratios. Giot and Petitjean (2006) consider finite-sample bias but do not address the issue of model uncertainty. Their set of predictive variables is limited to five financial variables.
2006), industrial production growth (e.g. Fama, 1990 or Avramov, 2002 , and more recently the output gap (Cooper and Priestley, 2006) . Variables motivated from a behavioral point of view (such as stock market sentiment as in Brown and Cliff, 2005) have also been shown to predict returns.
The brief review of the literature in the previous paragraph suggests that there is not much consensus on what the important variables are, or, put differently, that there is a tremendous model uncertainty in predictive regressions. In particular, some variables may appear significant in one specification and be insignificant in others, as researchers may only report their preferred specifications. As time elapses, more variables are sure to be added to the list of predictors.
While in-sample predictability is a debated topic, the question whether stock returns may be predictable out-of-sample (OOS) has been even more controversial.
Empirical results on OOS predictability are mixed. Recently, several authorsmost notably Goyal and Welch (2008) -argue against stock return predictability or time-varying risk premia based on the lacking evidence for out-of-sample predictability. 6 Campbell and Thompson (2007) , however, find that once sensible restrictions are imposed on the predictive regression coefficients, the OOS forecast performance can be improved. It has also been argued that averaging forecasts of various models enhances out-of sample forecast performance substantially. Avramov (2002) finds that the out-of-sample performance of the weighted model is superior to the performance of models selected by information criteria and better than a naive benchmark. Another aim of the paper therefore is to look closer at the out-of-sample forecast performance of model averaging, in particular the timevariation of OOS performance in the spirit of Goyal and Welch (2008) .
Our main results can be summarized as follows. Several notable differences with regard to return predictability are found across countries. We find that interest rate related variables are usually among the most robust predictive variables in 6 Cochrane (2006) defends predictability based on the argument that even though predictability from the dividend-price ratio may be weak on statistical grounds, the fact that dividend growth is not predictable at all, may be interpreted as evidence that the variation of the dividend-price ratio is informative about future expected returns.
international stock markets, which corroborates recent results by Rapach et al. (2005) and Ang and Bekaert (2007) . Valuation ratios such as the dividend yield, however, perform rather poorly. There is also some evidence across countries that the output gap is related to expected returns and thus that risk premia vary with the state of the economy as pointed out recently by Cooper and Priestley (2006) .
The earnings yield often appears to be a more robust predictor than the dividend
yield. Yet, predictability of market excess returns clearly weakens, once model uncertainty is accounted for. We only find some evidence for out-of-sample predictability by model averaging methods in the case of France but not for the remaining stock markets. Overall, our international analysis reveals that return predictability is not a uniform and a universal feature across international capital markets.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the econometric framework of predictive regressions and how model uncertainty can be accounted for in a model averaging framework. Section III briefly discusses our data set. Empirical findings are discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes.
Methodology
In this paper we assess predictive ability in the conventional framework of predictive regressions. When there are multiple predictive variables (depending on the particular model M j ), the predictive equation for future stock returns is given by
where r t denotes the (log)-return on the market portfolio in excess of the (log) riskfree rate and x j;t−1 is a k j -dimensional vector of predictive variables, whose dimension and composition depends on the particular model M j . In total, we utilize κ different predictive variables which results in 2 κ different subsets, i.e. vectors of predictive variables x j;t−1 (j = 1, · · · , 2 κ ). β j is a k j -dimensional vector of regression coefficients on the predictive variables. As is common in the extant literature, the vector of predictive variables is assumed to follow a first-order VAR:
Θ j is a k j -dimensional intercept and Φ j is a k j × k j matrix with all eigenvalues smaller than one in absolute value to ensure stationarity of the process. The errors (u j;t , ν j;t ) are i.i.d. multivariate normal with mean zero.
Accounting for Model Uncertainty
We want to put ourselves in the position of an investor who is confronted by the voluminous literature on evidence for stock return predictability, yet is uncertain about which variables are actually of importance. In such a context, a Bayesian framework is attractive, since model uncertainty can be considered coherently. In a classical framework, however, the search for the "true model" usually implies running a series of model specification tests. Moreover, a classical approach is less appealing, because once a single model is determined, information in the remaining 2 κ − 1 models is neglected. The approach taken in this paper is to combine the We explore the usefulness of κ = 9 candidate predictive variables in total, which implies that 2 κ = 512 different model combinations are assessed. In a Bayesian framework, posterior probabilities p(M j |y) for each model j = 1, . . . , 2 κ can be de-7 Bayesian and classical results are numerically identical when diffuse priors are specified.
rived. These posterior model probabilities are used in the Bayesian model averaging framework as weights of the composite model:
where β j |y denotes the posterior mean of the predictive coefficients in the jth model. In the same way, the posterior standard deviation in the composite model is obtained from the corresponding diagonal element of the matrix
Note that the posterior variance of the composite model in Eq. (5) contains essentially two components: the first term in the brackets accounts for estimation risk, whereas the second measures the variation of the predictive coefficients across the different models and thus accounts for model uncertainty.
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For determining the weights, the marginal likelihood for the different models M j must be computed. 9 In the pure BMA framework, analytical solutions can be found only for certain prior distribution families. 10 In the "frequentist" model averaging framework of Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) , however, the marginal likelihood of a particular model is approximated using the Schwarz criterion as exp(−0.5BIC j ).
The posterior model probability for M j can then be derived as
where p(M j ) denotes the probability assigned to model j a-priori. As discussed in Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) , this formula can be derived in a standard g-prior framework taking the limit as the data-information increases relative to the prior information. Thus, using posterior model probabilities as in Eq. (6) essentially implies using a prior that becomes dominated by the data.
Finite-sample Bias in Predictive Regressions
In the following we outline our approach to correct for finite-sample bias in the BACE framework. In order to provide some intuition on the econometric problems arising from predictive variables which are not exogenous but rather predetermined, we first briefly review the single predictor case by Stambaugh (1999) 
where r t denotes the (log)-return on the market portfolio in excess of the (log) riskfree rate and x t−1 is a predictive variable such as the dividend yield. The predictive variable itself is modeled as a first-order autoregressive process
The errors in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are assumed to be i.i.d. jointly normally distributed. Stambaugh (1999) then derives an analytical formula for the finitesample bias of the predictive coefficient
where γ = σ ξ σ 2 ξ is the ratio of the covariance of the errors in both equations (σ ξ ) and the variance (σ 2 ξ ) of the error term ξ t . As Eq. (9) shows, the bias of the predictive coefficients arises from the (downward) bias of the autoregressive parameter for the predictive variableρ in combination with the correlation of the innovations in the predictive variable ξ t and the error term t in the predictive equation. The latter effect can be particularly severe in the case of valuation ratios (where the covariance between the shocks σ ξ is typically strongly negative, which results in an upward bias ofβ). A bias-corrected estimatorβ s =β +γ(1 + 3ρ)/n, where n denotes the sample size andγ is a sample estimate of γ, has been used e.g. by Giot and Petitjean (2006) in the single predictor case.
Since this paper is concerned about the issue of model uncertainty involving a multiplicity of variables, we work with the generalized case of multiple predictors as in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). In order to obtain a bias-corrected estimator for the vector of predictive coefficients β j in Eq. (2), we use the method recently put forth by Amihud and Hurvich (2004) . Their approach amounts to running an augmented
which is equivalent to running the predictive regression in Eq. (2) augmented by a corrected k j × 1 residual series ν c j,t . As shown by Amihud and Hurvich (2004) , this procedure yields an unbiased estimatorβ Allowing for a non-diagonal structure raises the need to estimate a multiplicity of parameters, in particular as k j increases. This may result in a degradation of performance (See Amihud and Hurvich (2004) ). We therefore impose a diagonal structure.
errors forβ c j are adjusted for the two-step procedure as proposed in Amihud and Hurvich (2004) .
Empirical Results

Data
Our dataset comprises monthly and quarterly data for five international stock markets: France, Germany, Japan, United Kingdom and the United States. The dependent variables are (log) returns on broad stock indices in excess of the (log) short-term interest rate. Monthly summary statistics on the dependent variables and the predictive variables can be found in Table 1 .
We assemble a data set of nine financial and macroeconomic predictive variables [ Insert Table 1 here ] The selection of variables is guided mainly by the previous US literature, as well as data availability. The main economic motivation for the different variables is that they are considered to be informative about future expected aggregate cash-flows in the economy or the discount rate applied to these cash-flows.
12 Hence, these variables have typically also featured prominently as state variables in empirical tests of intertemporal asset pricing models, e.g. Campbell (1996) or Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) .
Due to data availability, the different sample periods differ across markets. For most countries, the sample periods start in the early 1970s and end in mid 2000.
The US sample already starts in the late 1950s. Unfortunately, a default spread based on the yield difference of BAA and AAA rated corporate bonds (as used e.g. taking the time series properties and potential finite-sample biases into accountas we do in this study -seems to be warranted.
In-sample Results: Return Predictability in International Stock Markets
First, we discuss the results of the in-sample analysis of return predictability in international stock markets. The only subjective element of the BACE approach is the choice of the a-priori expected model sizek, i.e. the researcher's belief of how many variables are a-priori likely to be included in the predictive model. We choose a rather moderate specification of this hyperparameter, consistent with the principle of parsimony prevailing in econometrics. We therefore set the a-priori expected model size tok = 2 variables. 13 This implies a prior probability of inclusion of π = 2/κ = 0.2 for each variable. The choice of the expected model size is linked to the a-priori model probability p(M j ) which is given as p(
14 It is important to note that a prior probability of inclusion smaller than 0.5 amounts to an a-priori down weighting of larger model specifications. This implies an additional penalty for highly parameterized models beside the penalty implied by the degree of freedom adjustment of the BIC.
The tables for the different stock markets, which will be discussed in the following, results for the composite model with bias-corrected slope coefficients. π|y denotes the posterior probability of inclusion for each variable. The posterior probability of inclusion is defined as the total sum of the posterior probabilities of all models, in which the particular variable is included; it is computed as C P, where C is a 2 κ × κ matrix denoting inclusion (exclusion) of a particular variable in model j by 1 (0), and P is a 2 κ × 1 vector containing the posterior model probabilities p(M j |y).
Posterior means of the predictive coefficients in the weighted model based on Eq.
(4) are reported in the second column of Panels A/B. The third and fourth column report posterior Bayesian t-ratios. Following Avramov (2002), we report both tratios based on posterior standard deviations which ignore model uncertainty and t-ratios adjusted for model uncertainty (see discussion in Section 2).
We also assess the robustness of the different predictive variables according to two other criteria. In Panels A/B we report the proportion of cases when the coefficient on a particular variable (every time it is included in one of the j = 1, · · · , 2 κ models)
has the same sign as the posterior mean in the composite model (denoted as sgn prob. in the tables). Furthermore, we also report the fraction of cases across the dif-ferent models when a classical t-statistic for the particular variable is greater than two in absolute value. This statistic serves as another indicator of the robustness or fragility of a particular predictive variable (Sala-i-Martin et al., 2004) . Panels C and D, presents the five top-performing model specifications which receive the highest posterior probability of all models. The models are defined by inclusion
(1) or exclusion (0) of the specific variable. Moreover, the corresponding posterior model probabilities and the adjusted R 2 of the five top models are also reported.
France
Estimation results for the French stock market are provided in Table 2 . As Panel A (monthly predictive regressions) shows, the only variable for which the posterior probability of inclusion π|y rises, compared to the prior probability of inclusion, is the relative bond rate RBR. In the case of the other variables, inspection of the data leads us to retract our prior opinion about their usefulness. Panel C reports monthly results for the five best-performing model specifications. After having seen the data, the model which includes RBR as a single predictive variable receives a posterior model probability of more than 50%, which is greatly higher than the one of the next best model specifications. A negative relation of the realative bond rate and expected excess returns is reasonable from an economic point of view, given that higher yields on long-term bonds are typically reflected in a higher level of corporate loan rates and thus may have a negative impact on subsequent real activity. The relative bond rate together with the output gap is also significant according to a posterior t-ratio.
Robustness of a particular variable can also be assessed by the sign certainty probability which measures the fraction of cases where the coefficient on the particular variable (when included in one of the 2 κ Models) has the same sign as its coefficient in the weighted model. According to this criterion, the relative bond rate is again rather successful. The relative bond rate (RBR), the term spread (TRM), industrial production growth (IPG) and the output gap (GAP) all have sign certainty probabilities exceeding 90%, whereas several other popular predictors such as the dividend yield perform clearly worse. However, Table 2 also makes clear that none of the variables remains significant when the additional variability of estimates across models is accounted for.
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Panels B and D show that the evidence for predictability in the French stock market is somewhat weaker in the quarterly case. Again, only the relative bond rate receives a posterior probability of inclusion larger than 0.2. It is also worth noting that the earnings yield performs relatively well in-terms of sign certainty in the quarterly case. Table 3 provides estimation results for the German stock market. As can be seen in Panel A and C of Table 3 , predictability of monthly stock returns is fairly weak on statistical grounds. The case for predictability is clearly less pronounced than in the French stock market discussed in the previous subsection. The model receiving the highest posterior probability is the one without any lagged state variables (i.i.d.
Germany
case). None of the variables in the monthly model receives a higher posterior inclusion probability compared to the prior inclusion probability of π = 0.2. Among the variables considered only the relative bond rate (RBR) and the output gap (GAP) may be considered as significant according to a Bayesian t-ratio, but this does not hold true when the dispersion of coefficients across models is considered.
Similar to the French case, the relative bond rate is rather important in the quarterly regressions (Panel B of Table 3 ) where the probability of inclusion rises after having seen the data. Evidence for predictability with quarterly data is somewhat stronger than for monthly data. This can be seen from the result in Panel D that the most likely quarterly model is now the one which includes the relative bond rate. This model achieves an adjusted R 2 of about 5% in the quarterly regressions, which is quite high for the stock return predictability literature. Several variables appear quite robust with regard to sign certainty: The term spread (TRM), the relative bond rate (RBR), industrial production growth (IPG), and the two valuation ratios (LDY, LEY) have the same sign as the posterior mean in the composite model in more than 90% of all models in which they are included.
[ Insert Table 2 here ]
[ Insert Table 3 here ]
Japan
Results for the Japanese stock market are given in Table 4 . As for Germany, there is no compelling evidence that monthly stock returns in Japan are predictable: The model with clearly the highest posterior probability in Panel C is the model with no explanatory variables (i.i.d.-model). The output gap (GAP) and the relative bond rate (RBR) are somewhat marginally important, but their explanatory power is fairly low. Note also that industrial production growth (IPG) and inflation (INF) are quite robust in terms of sign certainty probability.
With quarterly data, the evidence for predictability is even more modest. Again the model which does not include any predictors receives the highest probability aposteriori. Only the output gap receives a higher posterior probability of inclusion than expected a-priori (Panel D of Table 4 ). However, model uncertainty again plays a substantial role as evinced by the adjusted Bayesian t-ratios. It is also worth noting that according to the sign certainty measure, the output gap must be considered as a rather fragile predictor. (2006) based on univariate return prediction models. By contrast, the dividend yield (LDY) has some predictive content for future stock returns in the UK. Yet, as before, accounting for model uncertainty greatly reduces the evidence for predictability and explanatory power of return prediction models in the UK is rather low.
United Kingdom
[ Insert Table 4 here ]
[ Insert Table 5 here ]
United States
As shown by Table 6 , evidence for in-sample return predictability is clearly stronger in the US compared to other international stock markets such as Germany, Japan or the UK. Variables which appear important after having seen the data include the relative bond rate (RBR) and, most notably, the output gap (GAP). The output gap is the only variable which can be considered as a significant predictor once model uncertainty is accounted for. It receives a posterior probability of inclusion of more than 80%, which is a substantial upward revision of the prior probability of inclusion. 16 The output gap also appears to be a less fragile predictor in the US compared to the other countries. It is also worth noting that the earnings yield (LEY) provides more explanatory power than the dividend yield (LDY). Several other variables -such as the relative bond rate (RBR), inflation (INF), and industrial production growth (IPG) -are important when model uncertainty is ignored, but lose their significance once model uncertainty is considered.
When we consider predictive models at a quarterly horizon, the output gap (GAP) again appears as an important variable a-posteriori and also survives the model uncertainty adjustment. Also note that the relative bond rate is less important in the quarterly regressions. Panels A and B further show that the earnings yield appears to be very robust with regard to sign certainty, which holds both in the monthly and the quarterly models.
[ Insert Table 6 here ]
Sensitivity to the Choice of Hyperparameter
The previous discussion of in-sample predictability and differences in the relevance of particular predictors across countries was based on a fairly moderate expected model size of two variables. In this sub-section, we analyze the robustness of our main findings to the specific choice of this hyperparameterk which is linked to the prior probability of inclusion π. For this purpose, we check whether our earlier conclusions on the relevance of a particular variable -as measured by a posterior probability of inclusion π|y exceeding the prior probability of inclusion π -are affected by the choice of the expected model size. Table 7 reports posterior probabilities of inclusion of the predictor variables for different prior probabilities of inclusion π corresponding to model sizes withk = 2, 4, 6 and 8 variables.
As shown in Table 7 Results for quarterly predictive regressions for the US stock market (Panel E) are also largely unaffected. In the monthly case, however, the earnings yield and the inflation rate play a more prominent role in larger models, while the relative bond rate only serves as a significant predictor in the case of small expected model sizes.
[ Insert Table 7 here ]
Out-of-Sample Analysis of Return Predictability
The question whether predictability of stock returns exists out-of-sample (OOS) has been a much debated topic and results in the literature are mixed. 17 There are several theoretical reasons why OOS performance of stock return prediction models may be poor. Cochrane (2006) , for instance shows by simulations that even in a world where risk premia are truely time-varying, the results of Goyal and Welch (2008) will occur frequently. Inoue and Kilian (2004) argue that in-sample predictability tests are more powerful than out-of sample tests and are therefore more trustworthy when assessing the existence of a predictive relationship. Another reason for poor OOS predictability may be temporal instability of the return prediction models. 18 We address the latter issue by studying the time-variation 17 The recent predictability debate has been spurred by the question whether the documented (limited) in-sample predictability is of any use for an investor in real-time. See the different conclusions obtained by e.g. Goyal and Welch (2008) and Campbell and Thompson (2007) . 18 See also the recent papers by Paye and Timmermann (2006) , Dangl et al. (2006) and Ravazzolo et al. (2006) .
of OOS forecast errors in international stock markets using Net-SSE plots in the spirit of Goyal and Welch (2008) .
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the entire debate in the literature or to take a particular side. Rather, we are interested in a thorough investigation of the performance of model averaging in the context of OOS predictability of excess returns. Avramov (2002) , for instance, argues that averaging the forecasts of the different competing models in a Bayesian model averaging framework can substantially improve the out-of-sample forecast performance. Therefore, the main motivation of our analysis in this subsection is to reassess the findings by Avramov (2002) in the context of major international stock markets.
For the purpose of evaluating OOS forecast performance, we estimate the 2 κ models using a recursive scheme. The first ten years are used as initialization period.
Afterwards, the models are estimated recursively. We compare the performance Table 8 reports the results of the evaluation of OOS performance for our international set of stock markets. The evaluation of forecast accuracy uses standard criteria. ME denotes the mean prediction error. Testing the significance of the ME 19 The approach is similar to Cremers (2002) . However, rather than motivating the g hyperparameter from economic reasoning, we follow recommended practice and set this parameter to g = max{n, κ 2 } −1 , where n denotes the sample size (See Fernández et al. 2001 or Koop 2003 Pesaran and Timmermann (1992) . Net-SSE plots are depicted in Figure 1 . These graphs display the cumulated sum of the squared forecast errors of the benchmark model minus the squared forecast errors of the model of interest. One can use these plots to infer how the OOS performance of the predictive model evolves over time and where major forecast breakdowns occur.
Periods where the line in the graph is upward sloping represent times when the conditional model outperforms the naive model in terms of squared forecast errors.
[ Insert Table 8 here ]
As the evaluation of the monthly forecasts in Table 8 shows, out-of-sample predictability of monthly stock returns is generally very limited. Moreover, notable differences of OOS return predictability can be detected across countries. Table 8 also shows that the BACE approach with bias adjustment generally compares rather favorably in terms of forecast accuracy compared to conventional Bayesian model averaging for most stock markets.
The results for the French stock market, presented in Panel A of Table 8, show some evidence for out-of-sample predictability. This is consistent with the insample results for the composite model, where also the evidence was stronger compared to other capital markets (such as the UK or Germany). Panel A also shows that model averaging approaches (BACE-adj, BMA) typically outperform the naive 20 Note that TU is merely a descriptive criterion. In the case of nested models, the mean square prediction error MSPE of the smaller nested model is expected to be smaller than the MSPE under the null of equal predictive power, a point raised by Clark and West (2007) . This is due to the fact that the larger model needs to estimate parameters which are zero in population, which introduces noise in the forecasts.
model and model selection criteria in terms of MSPE, i.e. have a Theil's U (TU) smaller than one. All model-based forecasts generally appear to be unbiased for the French case. The Net-SSE plot (a) in Figure 1 shows the relative OOS performance of the forecasts produced by the BACE-adj model over time. 21 As shown by the graph, the model has produced lower squared forecast errors relative to the benchmark up to about 2000. In the aftermath of the climax of the internet boom no outperformance relative to the naive benchmark can be detected anymore.
In the case of Germany (Panel B of Table 3 , where little evidence for return predictability was detected at a monthly horizon. The Net-SSE plot (b) in Figure 1 shows that OOS predictability has been clearly stronger in the 1990s, where lagged state variables contributed to lower squared prediction errors relative to the benchmark. Also note that, similar to the French case, return prediction models did not provide better forecast accuracy than the benchmark since the height of the new economy boom until the end of the sample.
For the Japanese stock market the case for OOS predictability is also fairly weak, as Panel C of Table 8 Table 8 ) is very poor. Moreover, the United Kingdom is the only stock market where conditional models produce forecasts with a substantial bias (however less pronounced when model averaging techniques are used). Also note that the model averaging methods (BACE-adj and BMA) again outperform the other selection criteria but fail to outperform the naive model in terms of mean-square prediction error.
21 Net-SSE plots based on the BMA approach are generally quite similar.
Evaluation results for the US stock market are given in Panel E of Table 8 . Contrary to the in-sample regressions, out-of-sample predictability of US excess returns is rather poor. Hence, our OOS results are more in line with Goyal and Welch (2008) than Avramov (2002) . The Net-SSE plot for the United States in (e) of Figure 1 illustrates the time-variation in the degree of OOS predictability.
In particular, a steady decline of predictability since the late 1980s can be recognized. This is consistent with other studies for the US documenting poor return predictability over the 1990s (e.g. Paye and Timmermann, 2006; Ang and Bekaert, 2007) . proach is combined with a finite-sample bias correction which accounts for the persistence of the usually employed state variables. Using a comprehensive dataset for international stock markets allows us to gain fresh insights into the empirical evidence for return predictability, which has so far been mainly based on results for the US stock market.
We find substantial differences across countries in terms of return predictability.
Evidence for in-sample predictability is stronger for France and the United States compared to the other countries. In the French case also a (modest amount) of outof-sample predictability can be detected. Out-of-sample predictability by model averaging methods appears to be more accurate for monthly than for quarterly data.
Consistent with Avramov (2002) , we find that model averaging often produces better OOS forecasts than individual models based on selection criteria. Nevertheless, we also document a substantial amount of time-variation of OOS forecast performance by averaged forecasts.
Two variables appear to be quite robust predictors across countries: the relative bond rate and the output gap. The latter is the only variable which also remains a significant predictor of market excess returns in the US, once model uncertainty is accounted for. The earnings yield often appears to be a more robust predictive variable than the dividend yield. In general, however, our results show that evidence for in-sample predictability for the excess returns in international equity markets is substantially weakened once model uncertainty is accounted for.
The model averaging approach accounting for finite-sample bias employed in this paper may be useful beyond the context of return predictability. In the field of macroeconomic forecasting (e.g. inflation or real activity), for instance, also a large amount of model uncertainty exists and the typical predictors often exhibit a fairly strong degree of persistence (cf. Stock and Watson, 2004) . Moreover, another promising subject for future research would be to link the evidence for timevariation in expected returns with the cross-sectional variation of expected returns.
An international analysis under model uncertainty with size and book-to-market sorted portfolios may provide additional insights into the particular risks which are relevant to investors.
Appendix A. Data Description
This section of the appendix provides a more detailed description of the stock returns as well as the predictive variables used in our analysis. The original data are monthly but we also report estimation results using quarterly data. Information on the sample periods for the international stock markets can be found in Table 1 .
Excess returns:
The dependent variables for the international stock markets are taken from various sources. In the case of Germany, the return on the DAFOX is used, which is a broad stock index published for research purposes by Karl- T-Bill is used as the risk-free rate proxy. Otherwise, a three-month money market rate is used. Interest rates are taken from the Reuters-Ecowin database. In the case of Germany, the money market rate for three-month deposits obtained from the time series database of Deutsche Bundesbank is used as our proxy for the risk-free rate.
Interest rate related variables:
The term spread (TRM) is defined as the difference of the yield on long-term government bonds and the short-term interest rate (3-month). The necessary yield curve and interest rate data were obtained from the time series databases of Deutsche Bundesbank (Germany), St. Louis Fed (USA), Econstats (France, United Kingdom and Japan). Following much of the extant literature, the relative short-term interest rate (RTB) is calculated as the short-term interest rate minus its 12-month backward looking moving average.
The relative long-term bond rate (RBR) is calculated as the long-term government bond yield minus its 12-month backward looking moving average. 22 We would like to thank Amit Goyal and Ivo Welch for providing these data on their webpages.
Valuation ratios and other financial variables:
The time series of dividend yields (LDY) and earnings yield (LEY) are defined as dividends (earnings) over the past 12 months in relation to the current price. Both series are used in logs, which improves their time-series properties as noted by Lewellen (2004) . The US data are taken from Amit Goyal's webpage, while the rest of the valuation ratios refer to the broad stock market indexes provided by Datastream. Realized stock market volatility (LRV) is computed as the sum of the squared daily stock returns and is also used in logs. , where e uc,t is the forecast error of the unconditional benchmark, and e c,t is the error of the conditional model. A decrease of the slope represents a better forecast performance of the unconditional model at the particular point in time. The table reports summary statistics of (log) market excess returns (EXRET) and predictive variables in five international stock markets. MEAN, STD, AC(1) denote the mean, standard deviation and first-order autocorrelation coefficient respectively. The set of predictors comprises the term spread (TRM), the short-term interest rate relative to its 12-month moving average (RTB), a longterm government bond yield relative to its 12-month moving average (RBR), annual inflation rate (INF), annual growth of industrial production (IPG), (log) realized volatility (LRV), (log) dividend yield (LDY), (log) earnings yield (LEY), output gap (GAP). which receive the highest posterior model probability are reported. The set of predictors comprises the term spread (TRM), the short-term interest rate relative to its 12-month moving average (RTB), a long-term government bond yield relative to its 12-month moving average (RBR), annual inflation rate (INF), annual growth of industrial production (IPG), (log) realized volatility (LRV), (log) dividend yield (LDY), (log) earnings yield (LEY), output gap (GAP). which receive the highest posterior model probability are reported. The set of predictors comprises the term spread (TRM), the short-term interest rate relative to its 12-month moving average (RTB), a long-term government bond yield relative to its 12-month moving average (RBR), annual inflation rate (INF), annual growth of industrial production (IPG), (log) realized volatility (LRV), (log) dividend yield (LDY), (log) earnings yield (LEY), output gap (GAP). which receive the highest posterior model probability are reported. The set of predictors comprises the term spread (TRM), the short-term interest rate relative to its 12-month moving average (RTB), a long-term government bond yield relative to its 12-month moving average (RBR), annual inflation rate (INF), annual growth of industrial production (IPG), (log) realized volatility (LRV), (log) dividend yield (LDY), (log) earnings yield (LEY), output gap (GAP). The table contains detailed results on the sensitivity of estimation results with respect to the choice of the expected model size. For different prior probabilities of inclusion π corresponding to model sizes with 2, 4, 6 and 8 variables the posterior probabilities of inclusion are reported. The predictors include the term spread (TRM), the short-term interest rate relative to its 12-month moving average (RTB), a long-term government bond yield relative to its 12-month moving average (RBR), annual inflation rate (INF), annual growth of industrial production (IPG), (log) realized volatility (LRV), (log) dividend yield (LDY), (log) earnings yield (LEY), output gap (GAP). The table reports evaluation results of out-of-sample performance of different predictive models (monthly data). After 10 years of initialization, the models are estimated recursively. BACE-adj uses the forecasts of the weighted model whose coefficients are adjusted for finite-sample bias. BMA is based on a pure Bayesian model averaging framework with a g-prior specification. TOP denotes the forecast by the model specification which receives the highest posterior model probability according to BMA. ALL is the all-inclusive specification. AIC, BIC,R 2 are based on the best models selected by the Akaike, Schwarz criterion or adjusted R 2 , respectively. ME denotes the mean prediction error (t-statistic reported below). TU is the ratio of the root mean square error of the particular modelbased forecast to the one of the naive benchmark model. Hit denotes the fraction of times the direction of the dependent variable is correctly predicted by the model. PT denotes the test-statistic for directional accuracy by Pesaran and Timmermann (1992) . , where e uc,t is the forecast error of the unconditional benchmark, and e c,t is the error of the conditional model. A decrease of the slope represents a better forecast performance of the unconditional model at the particular point in time. The table reports evaluation results of out-of-sample performance of different predictive models (quarterly data). After 10 years of initialization, the models are estimated recursively. BACE-adj uses the forecasts of the weighted model whose coefficients are adjusted for finite-sample bias. BMA is based on a pure Bayesian model averaging framework with a g-prior specification. TOP denotes the forecast by the model specification which receives the highest posterior model probability according to BMA. ALL is the all-inclusive specification. AIC, BIC,R 2 are based on the best models selected by the Akaike, Schwarz criterion or adjusted R 2 , respectively. ME denotes the mean prediction error (t-statistic reported below). TU is the ratio of the root mean square error of the particular modelbased forecast to the one of the naive benchmark model. Hit denotes the fraction of times the direction of the dependent variable is correctly predicted by the model. PT denotes the test-statistic for directional accuracy by Pesaran and Timmermann (1992) .
